
 Boston, MA – April  4 2024 – Guestlist.Boston, a groundbreaking new platform dedicated to
revolutionizing nightlife access in Boston, officially launches today. Founded by Dolan
Ventures, Guestlist.Boston's primary goal is to get partygoers into clubs for free, with no
strings attached.

Boston's nightlife scene is renowned for its exclusivity, with long l ines, cover charges, and
exclusive guest l ists often posing barriers to entry for many. Recognizing the need for a
solution that would eliminate these barriers, Dolan Ventures embarked on a mission to
democratize nightlife in Boston.

Guestlist.Boston is not just another ticketing platform—it's a social movement aimed at
breaking down barriers and creating unforgettable experiences. By partnering with the
hottest clubs in Boston, Guestlist.Boston provides its members with exclusive access and
perks, al l  at no cost.

"We believe that everyone should have the opportunity to experience the best of Boston's
nightlife scene, regardless of their background or budget," said Tyler, Founder and CEO of
Guestlist.Boston. "Our main goal is to make clubbing accessible to all  by offering free
access, no strings attached, to the city's most coveted events and venues."

In addition to providing unparalleled access to Boston's nightlife, Guestlist.Boston is also
committed to giving back to the community. Through partnerships with local charities and
initiatives, Guestlist.Boston is using its platform to make a positive impact on the city.

Join the movement and experience nightlife l ike never before with Guestlist.Boston. Say
goodbye to FOMO and hello to unforgettable memories—all for free.

About Guestlist.Boston:
Guestlist.Boston is a groundbreaking platform dedicated to revolutionizing nightlife access
in Boston. By providing free access to the city's hottest clubs and events, Guestlist.Boston is
making clubbing more inclusive and affordable for everyone.
Join the movement and experience nightlife l ike never before with Guestlist.Boston.
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